Despite 25 years of effort in developing treatments for Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias, the available agents are not widely used. Provincial formularies in Canada have been slow to accept these agents, and as of 2005 several have never approved them as an insured benefit. The National Institute for Clinical Excellence in the United Kingdom has had significant reservations about their efficacy.

Are these concerns because the treatments truly provide little benefit to patients, or could it be that relevance of the study results to clinical practice and day to day life is difficult to assess? Could the studies as designed, and the outcome measures chosen, be a barrier to the use of these drugs? The purpose of this brief paper is to review the current state of clinical trials in dementia, highlight some of the areas where we may have gone wrong, and make a few suggestions for future discussions.

Studies in older adults are more difficult to conduct than in younger adults, but this shouldn’t stop clinical trialists from trying. The difficulties include comorbidities, concomitant medications, sensory deficits, and practical matters, such as transportation. Furthermore, sample sizes need to be large because of projected drop-out and increased variability of the outcome measures (as older adults are more heterogeneous than younger ones). On the other hand, older adults may be more compliant with study procedures, especially if the clinical-trial staff take an individualized “case-management” approach.

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) also has unique difficulties; for example, the maximum tolerated dose of potential agents may be up to 100% higher in patients than in healthy controls.

What is the point in doing clinical trials? To demonstrate that the study agent is different from or equivalent to another treatment, or better than no treatment, in terms of a clinical outcome in people who reliably have the condition in question. This will, of course, be different in prevention trials. Both efficacy and tolerability need to be considered, with economic effects also of importance.

The traditional study design has been a parallel-group, placebo-controlled randomized trial, typically lasting six months. Most have included repeated measures of various cognitive, global, functional, and behavioural tests, with the primary outcome being difference at six months, with a last
observation carried forward analysis. The American Food and Drug Administration was perceived as requiring the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale (cognitive subscale) (ADAS-cog) and Clinician’s Interview-based Impression of Change (CIBIC) as the primary outcome measures in these trials and does require at least two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies of 3-6 months duration.  

Unfortunately, the traditional outcome measures used in these trials, such as the ADAS-cog, are meaningless to patients, caregivers, primary care personnel, and funders. The National Institute for Clinical Excellence in the United Kingdom recommended withdrawing the agents in 2005, because of the lack of clinically meaningful outcomes in the available studies (they’ve since reconsidered).  

Some investigators are developing instruments where patients, caregivers and clinicians can choose and monitor their own, clinically relevant goals. Even when instruments are familiar, it is difficult to interpret the importance of the results. The Last Observation Carried Forward analysis is flawed for a progressive disease when there are a large number of drop-outs, with different trends for drop-out in the treatment and control arms. Careful consideration of the subject sample, retention, and outcomes are necessary to ensure the successful completion of trials of any design. There are proposals to expedite drug development through carefully study design and conduct. Adaptive designs, where early study results can lead to modification of later study methods and goals, are also being considered.

**DESIgn ISSUES**

Most new agents will be developed as either add-on therapy or with an active control. One danger with an add-on design is that an unsuspected interaction may falsely suggest that the study drug is ineffective. Active-control designs will need to have larger samples, as the difference between groups may be smaller. For medications meant to be cognitive enhancers, a reasonable approach for early Phase III studies might be a single-blind run-in, with early responders randomized in an add-on trial and probable non-responders discontinued (or enrolled in an uncontrolled open-label study to collect safety data). There are concerns with these enrichment strategies, particularly with carry-over effects into the double-blind phase. Unfortunately, these designs will mean that most new agents will be approved as add-on therapy only, not as initial monotherapy. 

Other enrichment strategies could be used based on clinical characteristics or, perhaps, markers such as apolipoprotein E (apoE) alleles. Unfortunately, these designs will affect the generalizability, especially with the suggestion that apoE may also affect response to some agents. 

Time-to-event studies will be seen more often, with changes in stage or function as the main outcomes. Death and nursing home placement are poor primary outcomes because of competing risks and extrinsic influences. This was the design in the AD2000 trial, which used time to placement as its primary outcome. Nursing home placement is affected not only by the patient’s disease, but also by availability of nursing home beds, community supports, and the presence and health of informal caregivers.

In general, a repeated cross-over design would not be appropriate in dementia, because in a progressive illness the intervals late in the study would not be comparable to those early in the study. Also, historical controls are generally inappropriate, given the rapid changes in overall management of these patients and the services available.

**DEMONSTRATION OF SYMPTOMATIC VS. DISEASE-MODIFYING EFFECTS**

Delaying the time until major clinical endpoints in a parallel-group study is not, in itself, evidence of disease modification. The two designs suggested to demonstrate this effect are randomized withdrawal and randomized start trials. 

In the randomized withdrawal design, subjects originally randomized to the active treatment arm are randomized to a blinded withdrawal of treatment. If the withdrawn group does not decline to a similar level as the original control arm, then disease modification is implied. There are feasibility and potentially ethical problems with this design, particularly with stopping a potentially effective agent in a responding study subject. Other threats are the (often unknown) duration of carry-over of the treatment effect, the presence of withdrawal effects that could un-blind subjects or investigators, and the assumption that drop-outs during the study will not lead to group imbalance by the point of withdrawal.

In the randomized start trial, some subjects are randomized to a delayed start of active treatment. If they do not achieve the same benefit as the early active treatment group, it is assumed that the active agent is disease-modifying. This assumes that response to an agent is not stage-specific and, again, that drop-outs will not lead to imbalance between the groups by the time of the delayed start.

Should we not bother trying to demonstrate disease-modification with design-based methods? Should the emphasis be on the development of valid, reliable and responsive biological markers? Surrogate markers do carry dangers, as they may not translate into clinical benefits. The demonstration of disease modification remains an elusive goal and will likely continue to do so until an accepted biological marker, with a strong link to important clinical outcomes, becomes available.

**PReVENTION AND PROGRESSION TRIALS**

These will, of necessity, be relatively long and costly. Costs can be controlled through any of: enrollment of a high-risk population; extensive use of biological rather than clinical markers; or a pared-down clinical assessment. Outcomes used will need to be sensitive to small changes in mild disease. Formulas are available for estimating sample size in such trials. One-year trials using time to loss of function or decline in stage have been successful, so progression trials will likely be feasible. 

Prevention trials will need to be very large, unless a high-risk population is chosen. The agents studied will need to be very safe, and data collection will need to be acceptable for large amounts of people over long periods, yet also have very small measurement error. Data collection for safety purposes may need to continue long after the clinical study is finished and reported. Drop-out rates, and endpoints due to competing risks, will also be high, so the quality of clinical data will need to be high. Adherence to protocol will be difficult to maintain but, of course,
Factorial designs may maximize the efficiency in these trials, as will nesting these studies in other large research programs (as was done with the Syst-Eur trial, among others). 22

OTHER ISSUES
Outcomes: The clinical outcomes used in most antidementia trials are meaningless to the end-users of the products. The outcome measures chosen need to be more rational, though accepted by regulatory authorities, which requires careful clinimetric development. Time-to-clinical event studies will be an improvement. Other fields routinely use non-clinical outcomes in Phase III trials, such as degree of joint narrowing in rheumatology and tumour size or percent abnormal cells in oncology. The development of biological markers for use in antidementia trials remains a research priority. Population: Most antidementia trials, unfortunately, target a population quite different from that seen clinically. 23-28 Sponsors should try to make the population as similar to those who will be using the drug as possible, while, in my view, regulatory agencies should ignore trials with highly selected populations (other than for proof of principle studies).

Analysis: Complete outcome data on all randomized subjects is the goal for an unbiased analysis. Studies need to make an effort to follow patients who stop a study drug. While it may be easier said than done, simple, unobtrusive primary outcome measures would be a step forward. This would do away with the need for the flawed LOCF analyses and allow true Intention-to-Treat (ITT) analyses. Other options are the use of retrieved dropouts and sensitivity analyses. 21

DESIGN FOR TRIALS OF AGENTS AimED AT BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
Traditional Phase I and II goals, such as toxicity and response, need to be supplemented when investigating agents aimed at specific biological processes. 28 Biological endpoints should also be used. Unfortunately, many of the targets of interest in AD are accessible only in the brain. Accessible peripheral or imaging markers and outcomes need to be developed and validated for use in Phase I and II trials. 29 For example, if an agent were developed to reduce deposition of beta-amyloid in the brain, then biological or imaging markers of this process would be an appropriate Phase II primary outcome. Also, in Phase I trials, rather than looking for the maximal tolerated dose, the trialists should look for the optimal biological dose (as higher doses may not necessarily have the best biological effect). It is possible for the maximal tolerated dose (which is the target in traditional drug development) to be less effective than the optimal biological dose.

In Phase III trials, the traditional cognitive and global outcomes are less relevant to agents that hope to slow or stop the disease’s progression, or even reverse the disease, as many of these outcome measures are not designed to measure improvement. 30 Such trials will often need to use time to a particular endpoint, which will add to the length, size, and cost of the study. What defines significant slowing is also unclear. A method to increase the efficiency of these trials is to use a two-stage design, where a marker of biological response is measured early in the study and non-responders are then discontinued. 28 If a control arm is required, the responders can be randomized to continue or discontinue. For the most part, historical controls should be avoided, especially in a disease such as AD, where much can be gained from psychosocial support, the nature and availability of which is changing rapidly, and also where new strategies for treating comorbidities may affect the disease.

DESIGN FOR IMMUNOTHERAPY TRIALS
Immunotherapy development is particularly challenging. 31 Maximum-tolerated dose is less applicable, so many of the traditional Phase I activities are not necessary. Although there seems to be a belief that most vaccines are inherently safe, they can be toxic, but this will often not be found until the Phase II/III stages. Various delivery agents and adjuvants will affect the response in humans differently than in animals, so much of the usual preclinical studies have to be done in humans. Given recent experience in AD, this will need to proceed with caution. 22

The goal of the Phase I trials will be to show a biologic response to the agent. It may be necessary to do Phase II trials to find the minimally active dose, but this is often not feasible. Two-stage trials have been designed, where a small number of patients are enrolled, and, if a pre-specified number of responses is not seen, the agent/dose is declared inactive; if more than that number of responses is seen, then accrual continues and a larger study is done to demonstrate efficacy. 31 A control group isn’t required. These are simplest if done with a biological outcome but more convincing with a clinical outcome. Given that AD is, for the most part, slowly progressive, this design will be harder to implement than in the cancer trials where it has mostly been used. There are also “Phase 2.5” trials, which are randomized but use biological outcomes rather than clinical ones – in the drug development process these are probably most applicable to rapidly progressive diseases. Traditional Phase III trials would eventually be necessary.

PHASE IV TRIALS
The public perceives that drug development does not pay enough attention to safety. The development of rigorous, structured Phase IV studies will go a long way in identifying safety issues and reassuring the public (if no safety issues are present, of course). These studies will be best accepted if conducted by investigators independent of both the company marketing the drug and regulatory agencies.

SUMMARY
We are moving into a new phase of antidementia drug development. Although progress has been rapid, and there are many opportunities in the near future, study design and conduct is becoming more difficult. The development of acceptable biological outcomes for use in early Phase II studies, to be followed by simple, meaningful clinical outcomes in late Phase II and III, are important next steps.
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